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On this power point we have outlined some daily activities using a similar
structure to that of a school day. It is really important that the children who
are coming into school on some days, continue to follow the online learning
on the days that they are at home, because we are going to be following
the same sequence of learning in school.
Each of you should have received a work pack. It will contain equipment and sound mats that your child would normally make
use of in class. There will be a book for your child to work in and the year 1s will have the printed maths sheets that they will
need for the maths lessons. We have also put in letter formation sheets and handwriting practice.
The power points will remain on the website all week, so you can access them at any time.
Within our online learning PowerPoints there will be parts where we are asking for work to be sent in (photograph/scan and
emailed to this account). It is very important that we are able to keep up with the work that the children are doing and we
really appreciate you taking the time to do this. Any photographs, work or comments that you send us will be stuck straight into
learning journeys and work books so they really will be valued. We look forward to seeing how everybody gets on.
We will be on-hand to offer support and feedback to any of you who may need it so please do let us know if there is anything
you are struggling with.

Wdf.vixentor@stcmat.org

Wdf.acorn@stcmat.org
Thank you.

wdf.beech@stcmat.org

Our learning today

Phonics: Phase 5 Week10 lesson 2
Writing: Hidden World – Ocean 1
Maths: Related facts 2
Topic: DT – Introducing Sliders and Levers
Active ideas: Highest score
Rainbow Challenges
Reflection time
Story Time

Phase 5 Phonics
Phonics: Today we are working on phase 5 learning
alternative sounds.
Click here to start the phonics lesson.
https://www.loom.com/share/a0802b404eb740b3859dd66cb64845ff

English: Hidden World: Ocean 1

Today we are going to be thinking about the sea and the ocean? Have you
ever crossed the sea in a ferry? Where were you travelling to?
What did you do the last time you went to the beach? Do you like rock
pooling? What did you find in the rock pool?
What kind of creatures live in the sea – on the shore? In the shallow waters?
What lives far out the sea?
Talk about it with your helper.
Now look at the next slide.

English: Hidden World: Ocean 1

This is a
double page
from inside the
book.
Read the page
about the
ocean floor.
Each animal
has a hidden
flap to provide
further
information.

English: Hidden World: Ocean 1
Each flap reveals
more
information.
Read the
sentences about
each of the
animals.

English: Hidden World: Ocean 1
Each flap reveals
more
information.
Read the
sentences about
each of the
animals.

English: Hidden World: Ocean 1

Choose your favourite of the six animals you saw.
Look closely at the picture of that animal. What might be written about that
animal? Use the matching picture to help you.
I think I would write about the seahorse. Look at the picture closely to write
some facts about the animal.
For example I might write – The seahorse uses its curly tail to hold on to the
seaweed.

Make sure you include finger spaces and use your sound mat and tricky words
to help you.

Maths: Related Facts
Today we are going to look further at related facts.
Access this lesson using pin
code: LZ1750
at Twinkl Go
The link above provides you with an
interactive sheet that can be filled in
on screen and emailed to your
teacher. Alternatively, you can use
the sheets in your pack.

We are going to practise writing number sentence
families.
When we have a number sentence 3 + 7 = 10,
we know that 7 + 3 = 10.
We can use this information to know that
10 – 3 = 7 and 10 – 7 = 3.
3 + 7 = 10
This gives us a number fact family
7 + 3 = 10
10 – 3 = 7
10 – 7 = 3

In your maths pack, you will find the worksheet ‘Number families'. With
your helper, read each instructions and complete the sheet carefully.
Remember to count and check before moving onto the next question. Make
sure that you form your numbers correctly. Keep your number line to hand
to help you.
Please don’t forget to email us a photo or a scanned copy of your work.

Design and Technology: Introducing
sliders and levers
Today we are going to learn about two mechanisms. A mechanism is where materials or objects are joined to
make movement.
For today’s lesson you will need a pair of scissors, some tape, a ruler, a pencil, and some pieces of card and
paper fasteners from your DT pack.
Now you can start by clicking here.
Please be very careful when using your scissors. Make sure your helper is with you.
Please ask your helper to email us a photo of your slider and pivot. We’d love to see them.
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An active idea: The highest score
With your helper, draw a small circle on the ground outside with chalk (or paper)
surrounded by another circle, surrounded by another circle and another. Write number 5
inside the inner circle, 4 in the next smallest circle, 3 in the next and 2 in the outer one. Use
a bean bag or a small cuddly toy (if it’s a dry day) step back and see if you can throw the
object into one of the circles. Try to get it into the inner circle if you can. If you succeed you
get 5 points. If it lands in the circle marked with the number 4 you get 4 points and so on.
You can each have 5 turns. Record your score each time and find the total by adding up
your scores. Who got the highest score? Now have another go. Can you beat your score?
Have fun!

A creative idea: Decorate a fish

This is going to be your Friday afternoon art activity, but we will put it on the daily slide so
you can choose to complete it at a time that works for you and your family.
Decorate the cut-out fish you have in your pack. You could use fingerprints, collage
materials, stickers, felt tip pens.....

Can you find a way to make scales? Perhaps you could create a repeating pattern.
Don't forget to send in a photograph of your fish so we can create a shoal!

This week’s Rainbow Challenges:
During the week try to do each of these
challenges to get your rainbow certificate.
My Rainbow Challenges
I can make someone laugh
today.

I can help by laying the
table every day this week.

I can make a picture using
natural materials.

I can count on from different
numbers.
https://www.topmarks.co.uk/l
earning-to-count/blast-off

I can play charades with
someone.

Collective Worship
Father Andrew has recorded a message for you for
today’s Collective Worship.
Click here to start the video.

Ash Wednesday is the beginning of
Lent. Lent is a 40 day period of
prayer and fasting in preparation
for the most important Christian
festival of the year, Easter.

Ash Wednesday was last
week. It was the day after
Shrove Tuesday which you
might know as Pancake
Day.

Story time
Traction Man
Now to finish the day with a story.
Are you sitting comfortably?
Click here to start the story.

You have completed today’s learning.
Well done you are a star!

Please remember to email your work to our class email address.
Wdf.acorn@stmat.org

wdf.beech@stcmat.org

Thank you

wdf.vixentor@stcmat.org

